Analogy at the level of phonology: the emergence of intrusive-r in English
The main goal of this presentation is to show that a memory-based analogical model
can help us understand the emergence of intrusive-r in Southern British English. The
apparent unnaturalness and cross-linguistic rarity of intrusive-r has led many researchers
to conclude that it is synchronically arbitrary and that its present behaviour can only be
fully understood in the context of its historical development (McCarthy, 1991; Blevins,
1997; Halle & Idsardi, 1997; McMahon, 2000; Gick, 2002). To be more specific, most of
the authors cited above claim that the present situation is the result of rule-inversion:
an original rule of r -deletion gave rise to a rule of r -insertion. However, it is not clear
what the precise conditions are under which this type of rule-inversion can take place
and why it does not occur in many other languages with comparable deletion rules. I
argue that an analogical approach which takes frequency into account can lead to a better
understanding of this unnatural development and present a number of simulations which
support this view.
The basic claim is that the emergence of intrusive-r is the result of the analogical
extension of the alternating pattern of behaviour exhibited by etymologically r -final words
(henceforth the r -ful class; e.g. ‘bar’: [bA:] in C and # vs. [bA:r] in V) to the
class of words ending in [@], [A:] and [O:] (henceforth the r -less class; e.g. ‘idea’ [aI"dI@],
‘ma’ [mA:], ‘raw’ [rO:]) based on phonetic similarities between these two groups (both
r -ful and r -less forms end in non-high vowels in preconsonantal and prepausal position).
However, an analysis relying solely on the partial merger between the r -ful and the r -less
class cannot explain the direction of the extension, and also leaves open the question
of why we do not find similar changes in other languages with similar deletion rules.
Therefore, it will be useful to take a closer look at the frequencies within these two
classes (1) and also the frequencies of forms in different environments within the r -less
group (2) (the token frequencies below are taken from a 2 million word phonetically
transcribed corpus of 18th century English—the CE18 corpus—compiled by the author):
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The overwhelming frequency difference between the r -ful and the r -less classes and the
relative infrequency of prevocalic forms within the r -less class provide a straightforward
explanation for the emergence of intrusive-r : as the speakers have very little evidence
to support any hypothesis about the prevocalic behaviour of etymologically r -less words,
they will often attribute an r -ful pattern to them (which can be regarded as a default pattern among words whose citation form ends in a non-high vowel). It should be clear that
this type of extension should only occur in languages where these particular frequency
relations hold and that it cannot proceed in the opposite direction.
While the argument above seems to be in line with what we know about analogical
change (Bybee 2001), it is formally rather inexplicit and therefore difficult to evaluate. It
would be interesting to see whether any existing formally explicit analogical model would
predict this type of extension to occur under the conditions outlined above. To test this,
I have compiled a dataset consisting of the last five sounds of the citation forms of all the
types in the CE18 corpus along with their patterns of behaviour (e.g. [=,=,k,æ,t]{no
alternation}, [a,I,d,I,@]{no alternation}, [=,b,E,t,@]{r ∼zero}) and used a memory1

based learner, TiMBL (Daelemans et al., 2007), to predict the behaviour of each word
in the dataset on the basis of all the other forms. The results were as expected: TiMBL
correctly predicted a non-alternating pattern for words ending in a high vowel or a consonant other than r (in 100% of the cases) and an r ∼zero pattern for r -ful forms (in 99%
of the cases); however, TiMBL incorrectly predicted an r ∼zero pattern for r -less forms
ending in a non-high vowel (in 100% of the cases), that is, it extended the r -ful pattern
to this class of words. This means that the extension described in the previous paragraph
can be replicated by formally explicit analogical models.
However, there are two major problems with the simulation above. First, it predicts
a sharp transition from a pre-intrusion dialect to one with an exceptionless insertion rule.
This is not supported by the historical record, which shows that intrusive-r emerged
gradually as rhoticity declined (Hay & Sudbury, 2005). Moreover, intrusive-r is clearly
not categorical in modern varieties English (Foulkes 1998). The second problem stems
from the fact that TiMBL was designed with simple categorisation tasks in mind, which
means that (i) the input dataset has to be specified in terms of types rather than tokens
of use and (ii) the pattern of behaviour characteristic of each type has to be specified
explicitly. This raises several issues. Types are abstractions over sets of tokens, which
means that they cannot be associated with a single phonetic form—I could have chosen
the prevocalic forms of the types in the CE18 corpus to represent them in the simulation,
in which case there would have been no extension (as the r -ful and r -less classes are fully
distinct prevocalically). Moreover, each type has to be specified as belonging to a single
category (i.e. alternating or non-alternating), which results in the loss of all information
about word-specific patterns of variation—although there are several studies indicating
that such patterns exist in the case of intrusive-r (e.g. Hay & MacLagan to appear).
Finally, by using explicit behavioural patterns we reintroduce generative rewrite rules
into the model through the backdoor—not necessarily a problem in itself, but clearly
incompatible with the basic claims of most memory-based models (e.g. Bybee 2001).
The solution to these problems is to construct a dataset consisting of tokens of use
rather than types and use an algorithm that can extract patterns of behaviour by looking
at semantic and phonetic relations between the tokens themselves. The model used in this
presentation is a combination of four-part analogy (e.g. Lepage 1998) and the exemplartheoretic framework presented in Nosofsky (1986). The dataset consisted of 1 million
words chosen from the CE18 corpus; the algorithm went through all the tokens within
the dataset and tried to find a suitable phonetic form for each of them on the basis of
their phonetic environment ( C, V, #), a semantically identical form in a different
environment and a phonetically similar analogical model. For instance, when the model
had to produce a prevocalic token of ‘idea’, it took a preconsonantal token of the same
word ([aIdI@]), looked for a phonetically similar form in preconsonantal position (the
analogical model; e.g. [dI@]) and a token of the analogical model in prevocalic position
(e.g. [dI@r]), and applied the difference between the two forms of the analogical model to
the preconsonantal token of ‘idea’, to finally output [aIdI@r]. This is shown in (3) below.
This resulted in a small number of errors (i.e. extensions of the r -ful pattern), which were
consolidated into more robust patterns through repeating the simulation several times,
always taking the output of the previous simulation as the input of the next one. The
simulation started with a fully rhotic dialect, with a 20% bias for word-final r to be lost
preconsonantally and prepausally and eventually produced a dialect with both linking-r
and intrusive-r (4). Thus, a token-based analogical model can simulate the emergence of
intrusion in SBE in a realistic way.
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